Now on Tinder.

Today’s Forecast: Sunny,
with a 75% Chance of
Cleavage

(Story on page 4)
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Report: WUFI Actually a Giant Piece of Shit

PRICE: $10, 9, no wait. 5 is our final offer.

Buried
WUnderground
Lucky Fan Catches Piece of
Kevin Ware’s Historic
Game-Used Tibia

online

Yeah, that’s poop.

A

recent investigation has
revealed that WUFI,
the wireless network
capable of providing intermittent internet access to thousands of students, faculty, and
staff, is actually just one enormous piece of shit.
Located on the floor of the
southeastern-most closet of the
Student Technology Services
office, the abnormally large unit
of fecal matter broadcasts its
signal in a surprisingly reliable
fashion considering it literally
came out of someone’s asshole.
“Nobody really knows where
the poop first came from,” said

an STS source who spoke on the sioned technology expert Jocondition of anonymity due to Ann Levinson to analyze the
the ongoing investigation. “But specimen.
we all take turns replacing it on
“After visual observation, a
bi-weekly basis. Usually after thorough smell test, and poking
eating Chipotle - I dunno, some- it with a stick, I still have no
thing about the corn seems to idea how this oversized piece
really do the trick. Anyway, it’s of human excrement broada tradition that STS has upheld casts any signal whatsoever,”
for over 10 years.”
Levinson explained. “But a
Added the source: “We take taste test revealed that WUFI-S
larger dumps to accommodate just means there is Sriracha in it.
periods of high traffic, which That’s really the only difference
is why you’ll notice that WUFI between it and WUFI. They’re
is an even bigger piece of shit still both shit.”
during exam week.”
In a related story, Max
Following the shocking disc- Wyman’s can of natty is actually
overy, the University commis- just piss from a 300 pound man.

North Korea Unveils New Intercontinental
Ballistic T-Shirt Cannon
Following
months
of
increasingly frequent threats,
North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un challenged the international
community again this morning
by unveiling a brand new intercontinental ballistic t-shirt
cannon.
According to an official
statement released by the North
Korean government, the new
cannon is capable of launching
t-shirts over 3,000 miles with
enough accuracy to knock
over your shitty beer and bowl
of nacho cheese product as it
restores North Korea’s rightful
dominance of sports-fandom in
the geopolitical arena.
“Our
long-range
t-shirt
cannon will reach even the
highest levels of stadium
seating,” Un continued. “Y’all
better make some noise and
scream!”

Drawing One Student Makes
Prolonged Eye Contact
with Nude Model
page 2.8

Girl Forgets to Factor in
Vomiting When Counting
Calories in Mixed Drink
page 17a

Study Links Sleeping to
Increased Risk of Nightmares
page D

Jewish Kid Silently
Convinces Himself that Kyle
is the Main Character of
South Park
page 5

Michael Jackson’s Skin Color
Now a Pale Shade of Green

Kim Jong Un wields the ICBT-shit cannon as North Korean cheerleaders
look on.
“In fear,” he added menacingly.
“Now nobody is safe from
the disheartening experience
of catching an awesome free

t-shirt only to find out that it’s
an extra-extra large,” Un elaborated.
Following the announceContinued on page 4

page 207
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That Asshole Business Student Fails
in Attempt to Sell Soul to Satan
After weeks of intense negotiation, that asshole business student’s
attempt to sell his soul to Satan ultimately fell through after the Eternal
Lord of Darkness determined that
his immortal essence, which defines
a person’s uniqueness as a human
being in the most elementary and
meaningful sense possible, was
absolutely worthless.
“I have no idea what I did wrong,”
said that finance major whose 3.97
GPA and prestigious list of internships totally makes up for the fact
that none of his classmates ever
want to work with him on group
projects - you know exactly who
we’re talking about.
“Committing one’s self to an
eternity of torture and damnation
among the demons of the underworld doesn’t have the greatest
work-life balance,” continued the
insufferable shit as he struggled to
control the bleeding from a testicular papercut he sustained while
attempting to have sex with his
résumé. “That’s why I really emphasized the fact that I don’t have any
semblance of a life whatsoever.”
Despite Worthington’s constant
reminders that Olin is now #4 in
the country and a well rehearsed
presentation, which highlighted
his analytical ability, communica-
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entirely intentional.
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Just look at this asshole.
tive skills, and willingness to shove
a three pronged pitchfork nearly a
foot up into his unlubricated rectum,
Satan said that he remained unimpressed.
“The bitch was so full of himself
that it took an entire hour for him to
take the hint and leave,” explained
the Presider over Pain and Misery.
“I didn’t have time for his nonsense
as my day was already packed - I
had a 2:30 meeting with Jennifer
Lawrence and we were closing in on
a major deal. God, the little bitch just
spent the whole time admiring his

fucking business suit in the mirror.”
Added Beelzebub, King of the
Eternally Damned: “I bet he’s that
unrelenting douche who always
raises his hand in class and wastes
everybody’s time with a bunch of
asinine comments, just so he can get
participation credit.”
At press time, Worthington was
seen asking the local dry cleaner if
the stain formed by the intersection of
his residual testicular and anal blood
streams could be removed from his
$750 pants.

Fat Michael putting up with this shit by reminding himself of just how much food
freshmen will be bringing him one day.

Corie Miller
Whitney Mann
Rosie Shanley

Staff
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Nate Blecher
Sam Blumkin
Tori Crnkovich

Fat Pledge Pissed That He Was Only
Forced to Eat 2 Sticks of Butter
Following nearly three hours of tion, verbal harassment, and physintense hazing, overweight frater- ical abuse. “After hours and hours
nity pledge Michael Wooley was of being treated like a worthless,
pissed that he was only forced to subhuman shit, all they gave me
to eat was one jar of soy sauce, six
consume two sticks of pure butter.
“I’m tired of this inhumane treat- uncooked hot dogs, fifteen pickles,
ment,” said Fat Michael, who was one pound of velveeta cheese, two
subjected to severe sleep depriva- gallons of milk, three cans of cat

Foreign Correspondents

food, one jar of chunky extra salted
peanut butter mixed with hot sauce,
and a french fry that one guy threw
at me.”
Added Fat Michael: “When I
asked for more, all they gave me were
two lousy sticks of butter. Making
us starve like that is bullshit.”
Although the incident may seem
cruel, fraternity pledgemaster Jeff
McHaringer defended his organization’s actions: “Above all, we prioritize the pledges’ safety. Fat Michael
ate close to 7 pounds of food and just
like we don’t want a pledge dying
from alcohol poisoning, we don’t
need Fat Michael dying from cardiac
arrest.”
Fat Michael responded by
saying, “Look, I’m not going to be
a snitch and run to Greek Life, but
this better stop soon because I’m
seriously considering standing up
and walking there.”
Fat Michael was last seen
complaining that being forced to
drink an entire fifth of shitty vodka
within five minutes had caused him
to throw up his entire meal.
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We are always recruiting
new members. If you
would like to write, edit,
doodle, spellchaeck, or wanna
get jiggy with it, email us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu,
and join our facebook group!

for raw, uncensored, content that wasn’t funny
enough to make it into the paper, visit our website at
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Online Roommate Finder Program Sort of a Dick
Faced
with
the
fast
approaching housing deadline, freshman Wyatt ChurlyIngersoll is growing increasingly frustrated with the online
Roommate Finder Program,
which has continued to return
hurtful insults rather than
potential roommate candidates.
“I typed my info into the
program, emphasizing my
strict 10pm bedtime, fondness for yodelling, and uncontrollable farting during sleep
and periods of high stress,”
Churly-Ingersoll said. “At first
it returned ‘ERROR - NOT
ENOUGH POSITIVE TRAITS’,
but then after a few more tries,
it finally returned a message
that read ‘JUST FUCKING STOP
ALREADY. TAKE A HINT.”
Added
Churly-Ingersoll,
“And then it said ‘YOUR
PARENTS DON’T EVEN LOVE
YOU, THAT’S WHY THEY GOT
DIVORCED AND LEFT YOU
WITH TWO LAST NAMES.’ I
know I may not be the easiest
person to live with, but that

Churly-Ingersoll’s most recent interaction with Roommate Finder

seemed excessively mean.”
“THIS GUY REALLY SUCKS,” said Roommate Finder.
“HE JUST WOULDN’T STOP
ASKING ME ABOUT ROOMING FOR NEXT YEAR. ALSO,
WHO THE FUCK LISTS COMPETITIVE YO-YOing AS A
HOBBY? TOTAL WEIRDO,
RIGHT? ”
Following Roommate Finder’s announcement, ChurlyIngersoll’s floormates have all
sought to clarify just how much
they hate the kid.
“Yeah, Wyatt’s the worst,”
said freshman Andrew Zubnyk.
“I mean, I personally never really
knew him that well, but when
Roommate Finder made fun of
him for his crippling dyslexia, I
realized just how big of a loser
he was.”
Roommate Finder was last
seen on the Whispers Cafe computers, talking shit about ChurlyIngersoll without realizing that
the kid was standing right there,
sobbing and farting uncontrollably.

Environmental Activism Rally Draws Major Turnout on March 17th
Organizers of a March 17th
environmental rally are calling
the event an enormous success
after hundreds of students
chose to wear green clothing as
a sign of support.
“I’ve never seen such
wonderful enthusiasm for the
cause,” said event organizer
Hope Turner. “People were
singing, shouting, and throwing
countless beer cans into our
recycling bins. They must
have been saving those cans
for months to help illustrate

the importance of sustainable
consumption habits.”
Added Turner: “One guy
even pinched me to prove I
wasn’t dreaming!”
Inspired by the success of
the rally, the group is planning to protest animal testing
by staging a rally in which
participants will be asked to
dress up and wear fake blood to
symbolize the loss of innocent
animal life. The event is scheduled to be held sometime at the
end of October.

These students wore four leaf clovers to symbolize the importance of plant life.

Point
Your Sister is Hot!
by Marshall Rollins

Yo, Clark was that your sister
who was visiting you last weekend?
She was your sister, right? Dude she’s
smokin! You probably get this all the
time but I would totally have sex with
your sister. Have you noticed how
her breasts are perfectly symmetrical?
You don’t usually see that with boobs
that big, but there you go. Perky, too.
But what am I doing telling you this
- you see them all the time! I realize
she’s your sister and everything but

damn man I’m kinda jealous you
get to hang out with her so much. Is
she a natural blonde? Does she play
sports or something? Because her ass
is fucking incredible. Usually athletic
girls have nice asses, in my experience.
Anyway, just wanted to let you know
that your sister is super hot. Like jerkoff-to-her-tonight-nine-point-five-outof-ten hot. Just letting you know.

Counter-Point
Dammit, You’re Right
by Clark Thompson

Dude, shut up. Don’t talk about
my sister like that. I mean she’s definitely not ugly or anything but like,
umm, okay well I guess she is kind
of hot, but, ummm, yeah. Fuck. Still
though, it’s not like – ummm, well
yeah I guess they are pretty big. But if
you knew her like I do, you wouldn’t
think – well I dunno a lot of guys seem
to be interested in her. But, uh, dammit.
Please don’t jerk off to her. She’s a
really great person though, like she’s

not just a piece of meat. But I guess if
we’re just judging physical appearances here, then yes, I suppose your
points are valid. Dammit.
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Enlightened Rapper Denounces Material
Possessions, Seeks Big Booty Ho

Top 10...
Ways to Annoy People
in the Library

2 Chainz, the 35-year old rapper formerly
known as Tity Boi, has shocked fans by
announcing that he has decided to forego the
pursuit of material possessions.
“I used to think that life was about money,
drugs, cars, and money for drugs and cars,”
explained Chainz. “But that can’t buy true happiness. Only the love of a woman you care about
can do that. That’s why all I want for my birthday
is big booty ho.”
Fellow artist Nicki Minaj, who appeared
alongside Chainz in the 2012 hit “I Luv Dem
Strippers,” says that Chainz’s newfound enlightenment is apparent in his more recent lyrics.

“If you examine his words, you’ll see that
the level of emotional disclosure reflects a new,
mature Chainz,” Minaj explained. “I mean, he
says ‘I luv dem strippers’ four times in a row!
The repetition reinforces the importance of love
in our increasingly materialistic society.”
Added rapper Rick Ross: “Cars just like
sneakers, just got me ten pair, Dubai I been there,
but fuck that we in here!”
Chainz’s new outlook seems to be spreading
to others throughout the rap scene, including Ja
Rule, who has forgone his own material possessions while in prison.

Meet Our New Mascot North Korea, cont’d

We’d like you to meet Misnaela. She’s totally
cool, not like that bear bitch we used to put up
with. She likes cooking and plays the cello, and
she loves having a good time. Really open to
new things. Like the other night we took her to
a house party, and she just started making out
with a girl standing next to her! We barely saw
her after that -- that’s how carefree and easygoing
she is. We didn’t even have to make sure she was
comfortable at the party. Or get her a drink. Or
talk to her. Or any of those awkward formalities.
Yup, this one might just be the boost we needed.

ment, American intelligence experts have quickly
sought to reassure the public that there is no real
threat.
“We have deployed a state-of-the-art antiballistic t-shirt defense system,” said Secretary of
Defense Chuck Hagel. “It’s the same technology
as when the girl firing the t-shirts looks and
points right at you, but then some bitch sitting in
front of you with her boyfriend catches the shirt
and won’t give it up even though it was clearly
meant for you. You know, you’d say something
but the boyfriend has tattoos and he looks like he
might have a knife. Anyway, point is that you’re
safe and the t-shirts will never hit you.”
Despite the t-shirt cannon’s positive impact
on the local fanbase’s confidence and morale,
North Korea remains dead last in the League of
Nations.

10.

Yell, “Help! There’s an
emergency—is anyone here a
pre-med!?”

9.

Set off a high frequency pitch
and ask everybody if they can
hear it.

8.

Ask somebody to turn down
their music, then open and
procede to eat a bag of live
bait.

7.

Talk about how much you hate
the library.

6.

Talk about how much you
love the library.

5.

Lock the doors and release a
swarm of cockroaches as you
cackle over the intercom.

4.

Sell people fake adderall
tablets that actually contain
laxatives instead.

3.

Ask the person next to you
if they’ll watch your laptop.
Return wearing a ski-mask
and steal it.

2.

Eat a bag of chips really
loudly—then punch the
person next to you in the face.

1.

Just be yourself.

What Do You Think?
Thousands of students were unable to see Macklemore’s performance after the snowstorm
forced WUstock to be moved indoors to the Pageant. What do you think?

Macklemore
Frugal shopper

WILD chair, not bitter at all

Ashley Hortessman

Micah Zimwalt

Ryan Lewis

George Washington

“Did you really expect me to
perform in the snow? This
cheap, hole-ridden coat already
makes me enough of a cold ass
honkey as it is.”

“WUstock isn’t so great
after all, now is it? At least
WILD doesn’t get your
hopes up first.”

“Fuck, I used to like Macklemore before
he became mainstream - but then when
all those people couldn’t go, not going
to see him became mainstream too - so I
took my zune and listened to Macklemore on the Swamp by myself.”

“You mean “Macklemore
and Ryan Lewis’s performance.””

“Whatever, I’ll just get
wasted and heckle
Clinton next weekend
instead.”

Resourceful hipster

Producer

Party animal

